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Computer Guts – what’s inside
Thursday, February 11, 6:30p.m.

The 7 Major Hardware
Components
Inside a personal Computer

How Computers Really work?

Not
Quite
http://cs.smith.edu/dftwiki/images/thumb/0/0c/HamsterInsideComputer.jpg/350px-HamsterInsideComputer.jpg

The views, opinions, and information expressed
during this webinar are those of the presenter and
are not the views or opinions of the Newton Public
Library. The Newton Public Library makes no
representation or warranty with respect to the
webinar or any information or materials presented
therein. Users of webinar materials should not rely
upon or construe the information or resource
materials contained in this webinar as legal or other
professional advice and should not act or fail to act
based on the information in these materials without
seeking the services of a competent legal or other
professional.

1. Protect your computer
• A computer should always
have the most recent
updates installed for
spam filters,
anti-virus and
anti-spyware
software and
a secure firewall.
http://cdn.greenprophet.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/frying-pan-kolbotek-neoflam-560x475.jpg
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Computer Guts

• We all know that computers are complex
devices, machines made out of an amalgam
of electronic parts and parts.
• But which computer components are crucial
for any computer system to run?
Modern PCs can even now function fully
devoid of Bluetooth or a floppy disk drive.
Here is usually a list of computer components
that a laptop or typical computer is unable to
do without.

The 7 Major Hardware Components
Inside a personal Computer

1. Motherboard
2. CPU
3. RAM
4. Hard Drive
5. Video Card
6. Power Supply
7. Optical Drive

The bigger the CPU the
smarter/faster the computer.
(Central Processing Unit )
• The CPU fetches and
executes instructions.
• CPU consists of an

Motherboard
• It links all of the other
key elements of the
laptop or computer
program together.
Consequently,
motherboards are at
times referred to as the
"heart" of a laptop or
computer system

The C.P.U explained
•

ALU: is a digital circuit that calculates an arithmetic operation (like an addition, subtraction, etc.) and
logic operations (like an Exclusive Or) between two numbers. the ALU is a fundamental building block of
the central processing unit of a computer.

•

Control Unit: controls CPU operations, including ALU operations, the movement of data within the
CPU, and the exchange of data and control signals across external interfaces(e.g.,the system bus)

•

Registers: these components are special memory locations that can be accessed very fast. Three
registers are shown: the Instruction Register (IR), the Program Counter (PC), and the Accumulator.

•

Buses: these components are the information highway for the CPU. Buses are bundles of tiny wires that
carry data between components. The three most important buses are the address, the data, and the
control buses.

– Arithmetic and
Logic Unit (ALU),
– a control unit
– registers and buses.
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/lowres.cartoonstock.com/computers-desk_job-computer_job-memory-amnesia-memory_losses-rnin951_low.jpg

More R.A.M more speed.

• Random Access Memory or RAM is another
essential laptop or computer element.
• The storage media where a personal computer
temporarily retailers data files and data that it
can pull at random when running applications
and applications.

More about RAM
RAM is available in two basic types,
each with particular advantages and drawbacks.

Static RAM (SRAM)
&

dynamic RAM (DRAM)
Both types of RAM require a constant power supply in order to maintain the data
stored in memory. Powering down, rebooting or losing electrical power to the
computer serves to erase the contents of the RAM completely
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-CQdMINWhmQc/Uo7rJEgTi3I/AAAAAAAAAG0/2pkaq74AVM8/s640/SRAM+Vs+DRAM.jpg

Static RAM (SRAM)

• is an energy-efficient and fast form of
RAM that can store information for
prolonged periods without requiring a
memory refresh.

• Each unit of SRAM incorporates six transistors with bistable latching circuits that flip on or off to store each
bit of data securely.
• This allows SRAM to perform in a stable way for
extended durations; as a result, it is preferred for largescale and commercial server arrays that require longterm caching and faster performance for client-server
interactions.
• SRAM is also used in top-end processor chips where it
is generally referred to as cache memory.

dynamic RAM (DRAM)
• DRAM combines one transistor and one capacitor into an
integrated circuit that essentially serves as a small-scale
memory cell.
• Because capacitors leak electrical charge over time, this
type of RAM must be refreshed periodically in order to
rewrite the information stored in the particular location.
DRAM has a simpler structure than SRAM and is much
cheaper to produce, making it the most common type of
RAM available for home and office computing solutions.
• However, DRAM consumes considerably more electricity
in the idle state than comparable SRAM memory.
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Bigger Hard Drive (HDD) = more Storage

There are Several types of Hard Drives

• A permanent internal storage device for your
computer
Even with no
energy to it,
the hard drive
still retains the
files stored in it.

1998

Video Card

2016

• A video card enables a computer to display
pictures around the pc monitor.
• It assists speed up the rendering of pictures
onscreen and contributes to clearer and
detailed pictures.

http://img.memecdn.com/hard-drive_o_1307341.jpg

Optical drives

http://funnystack.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Funny-Fail-1.png

Some formats
include
Mini-C.D, CD,
DVD and
Blue Ray.

Data in different formats
is stored on plastic
plates.
Some plates can be
recorded on only once,
some can be reused
multiple times.
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Power Supply
• The electric power supply unit or PSU
supplies all the power within the computer.
It converts the large voltages from an AC
strength outlet to lower voltages that are safe
for internal computer components.

http://img.labnol.org/di/computer_electricity_bill.jpg

If you ran a small form factor computer 27/4
1 Computer, 1 Monitor = $70.72 per year, $5.71 per Month
2 Computers, 2 Monitors = $127 per year, $10.47 per Month
3 Computers, 3 Monitors = $177 per year, $14.61 per Month
4 Computers, 4 Monitors = $229 per year, 18.86 per Month
This information came by testing a computer here at our library using a
Belkin F7C005q Conserve Insight Energy Cost Monitor that Westar Energy donated to us and
that you can check out for a week at a time from the Newton Public Library.

Communications or internet Cards
• Dial-up
• Ethernet
http://www.simulationexams.com/tutorials/aplus/essentials/images/modem-card-pci.jpg

– aDSL
– Cable

http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/41JpfkPmt2L._SY300_.jpg

• Fiber Optic
• Wi-Fi
• Bluetooth
• Cell-Tower

The Progenitor, Dial-Up Internet
• The first way to get internet in the home was to call
an ISP with your telephone modem.
• The maximum speed with perfect clarity and
minimal splits in the line (that nobody actually got)
was 56 kbps
54mbps is about 1,000 times
faster than 56kbps.
mbps = megabits per second
kbps = kilobits per second

http://buzz2fone.com/wp-content/uploads/Screen-shot-2012-12-27-at-13.58.55.png

1 megabit = 1,024 kilobits.
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http://wiki.robotz.com/images/2/26/Wiki_telephony01.jpg

http://i0.wp.com/onemorepost.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/90s-probs-5.jpg

aDSL

(Asymmetric digital subscriber Line)

• aDSL uses
telephone wire but
pumps more speed
by being a digital
pulse instead of
audio waves.
http://www.deskdecode.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/123.png

aDSL speeds are usually maxed out at 56 Mbps but there reports of
new technologies which may produce Gigabit internet through
normal copper twisted pair telephone cables in the near future.
http://www.quickmeme.com/img/f0/f05c8353e71c8cfde36378f676b8f83fcbca94c181ad2a7087993e96b4e39b74.jpg

aDSL

(Asymmetric digital subscriber Line)

The Green audio / voice / dialup wave

aDSL
The telephone wires are well maintained by highly
trained technicians but they largely hang in the air
and so are susceptible to things like..
(Asymmetric digital subscriber Line)

•lightning storms which may strike your
equipment and possibly cause fires.
•Falling tree branches can disconnect your
service.

Can move through the same wires at the
same time as the digital (red) waves and
telephone calls do not interrupt internet
http://cdn.makeuseof.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/dsl-voice-and-data-wave.jpg

The internet speeds you receive will not be
dependent on your neighbors usage and so the
speeds will be more reliable at peak hours, but
the download speeds are much faster than the
upload speeds making online gaming and file
sharing difficult at times.
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Coaxial (cable tv) internet

Coaxial (cable tv) internet

•Some areas max out as high as 300 Mbps with
fiber Gbps internet coming soon.
•Service reliability is enhanced because most cable
company lines are run underground
•The cables are thicker than telephone wire for
signal stability and continuity. (lightning storms and falling branches)
• BUT you are sharing your internet speeds are
shared with your neighbors so peak times can hurt
you if you live far from the cable company.
http://columbiaisa.50webs.com/digital_phone_diagram.jpg

http://columbiaisa.50webs.com/digital_phone_diagram.jpg

Fiber Optic

http://image.slidesharecdn.com/coaxialcableinstallation-140704053145-phpapp01/95/coaxial-cable-installation-1-638.jpg?cb=1404451950

1 Gbps Fiber optic Cable looks like
http://mechantgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/tech-2_optic_fibre_section_lrg.jpg

• We will be seeing this card more in the future
because it is literally internet at the speed of light
but due to the fragility of the cable you may
never have one of these cards in your house.

But 1 Gbps Fiber optic Cable feels like

https ://tctechcrunch2011.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/hyper.jpg?w=620&h=267

Especially
compared to
56 kbps dial-up
https ://media.licdn.com/mpr/mpr/shrinknp_400_400/AAEAAQAAAAAAAAFNAAAAJGYxMWMwOTg4LTM5ZGQtNDM0MC1i MzBmLTQ0NGIxNDk1MGM4Zg.jpg
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The views, opinions, and information expressed
during this webinar are those of the presenter and
are not the views or opinions of the Newton Public
Library. The Newton Public Library makes no
representation or warranty with respect to the
webinar or any information or materials presented
therein. Users of webinar materials should not rely
upon or construe the information or resource
materials contained in this webinar as legal or other
professional advice and should not act or fail to act
based on the information in these materials without
seeking the services of a competent legal or other
professional.

And remember to “like”
Newton Public Library on Facebook!
http://www.facebook.com/NewtonPublicLibraryKansas
or http://www.newtonplks.org

Do you have any Questions?

http://41.media.tumblr.com/6ca4a7e3f4a78cb25cfdc74e0b48995a/tumblr_ndh49zqAHx1rli3xbo1_1280.jpg

Thank you for your Participation
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